Legal Lectures & Presentations

**Council of Owners and Construction Associates**
“Comparison of Construction Safety Act of 2008 to Structural Work Act”

**Defense Research Institute**
“Advanced Technology in the Law Practice”

**Federation of Defense & Corporation Counsel**
“Developments & Trends in Product Liability Cases”
“Winning the Pre-Trial Battle - If You Can’t Beat Them, Join Them: Leaving it Behind”
“Closed Head Injuries – Cross Examination of the Neuropsychologist”
“Pre-Trial Strategies – Use of Focus Groups, Mock Trials, Jury Selection Techniques & Settlement Strategies”
“Class Actions and State Consumer Fraud Statutes”
“The Use of Technology in the Courtroom”
“The Federal Rules and Their Application to Your Practice”
“Law Office Management and the Use of Technology”
“Challenging the Status Quo, Reversing Your Litigation Tactics”
“Anatomy of a Hellhole”
“Use of Summation and Application to Trial”
“Trial Witnesses – Selection, Care, Feeding & Understanding Mastery of Direct Examination”

**Illinois Bar Association Law Education Series**
“Hot Tips – Proven and Winning Ways in Personal Injury Cases” (1993)
“Products Liability: In-Depth Study of Litigation Involving Products” (1992)
“How to Present and Defend a Personal Injury Case” (1991)
“Hot Tips on Handling and Avoiding Common Settlement and Trial Problems” (1991)

**Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education**
“Hot Tips for Responding to Plaintiff’s Request for Money”
“How to Minimize Plaintiff’s Disability and Suffering”
“Expert and Human Factors Testimony”
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